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Summary
HealthExeData, the healthcare database provider for over a decade, has recently launched the Gastroenterologist Email List. 

Message
Seattle, Washington [4th November 2020]: HealthExeData, a company that has been providing global healthcare database for over a

decade, has recently launched the Gastroenterologist Email List, a Healthcare Database which was much needed for healthcare

marketers. The Gastroenterologist Email List was not a famous database set until the recent release by the company. The

Gastroenterologist Email List is compiled of over 8,000 Gastroenterologists from the United States alone. The United States, at the

moment, has 10,390 Gastroenterologists practicing in different healthcare settings. Through the Gastroenterologist Email List

businesses will have the capability and advantage, of reaching 90% of the Gastroenterologists in the USA. The Gastroenterologist

Email List comes with information that supports a multi-channel campaign that includes phone number, full name, email address,

mailing address, and fax number. Gastroenterology is the study of a branch of medicine that focuses on the digestive tract and body

parts in between. It includes body parts such as the esophagus, small intestine, rectum, stomach, colon, pancreas, gallbladder, liver,

and bile ducts. Lately, Gastroenterologists have become the most sought doctors for diagnoses and treatment for polyps, IBD, IBS,

Ulcerative Colitis, Cohn’s Disease, Diverticulitis, Hemorrhoids, Ulcers, Celiac Diseases, Blood in stools, Internal bleeding of the

digestive tract, and much more. All of these have drawn the spotlight towards Gastroenterologists. Their importance and critical role

in the market let businesses and reputed marketers striving to connect with them. The sole motive of the email list is to provide them

with a trusted database to market with. The Managing Director of HealthExeData, said, "We always produced mainstream healthcare

email list for our clients until we realized how much they needed the Gastroenterologist Email List. The list was not an easy task, but

we could see our clients extremely happy about the list, which was directly proportional to all our efforts put into compiling that

list," The Gastroenterologist Email List was released 90 days ago and was an immediate sale in the market. The company in turn,

received a large number of positive responses from its users of the email list. Nicole Davis, from a leading Pharma company in the

United States said, “We have been in the process of healthcare marketing especially email marketing for quite a long time. We have

always been in the game of outsourcing email lists. But the issue for us was, we always found email lists that were highly famous,

more like doctors, hospitals, and more, but for the first time, we have gotten a highly segmented email list. This email list could

serve us in particular ways that we struggled to do before,” About HealthExeData: HealthExeData is a company that provides

businesses with prospects and customer data that they require the most for re-establishing customer relationships, building new

customer relationships and educating potential buyers in the healthcare industry. They are one of the very few database providers

who only focus on fulfilling the need for healthcare marketers in the industry and making their marketing process a simple and fast

one. Their primary market space is in the USA. But the company also provides databases of Canada, Australia, and the UK market

as well.

"The Gastroenterologist Email List is consists of over 8,000 Gastroenterologists from the United States." - Tm Smith [Pre-Approved

Quote]
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